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This month’s meeting

Weather permitting your Inbox will

advise you of the Wednesday

evening fly-in each week.

Conduct of Charity Flights - from the BMAA

As of 5th August 2015 the the CAA has

changed the regulation and guidance

for conducting Charity Flights. The key

change that affects microlight pilots is that

now a passenger can be carried on a

Charity Flight, previously not allowed in a

microlight.

The CAA information contains the advice

that pilots should make the passenger

aware that they are flying in a private

aircraft with a private pilot, not in a

Commercial Aircraft with a Commercial

Pilot and understand that risk and also

pilots should check that their insurance

company does not exclude such flights.

Pilots should also be aware of the CAA

definition of Charity Flights which includes

"money [all] must be paid by the

passenger directly to the registered charity

and the charity cannot be the operator of

the aircraft." The pilot cannot be paid.

The full CAA document can be found on the

CAA website - www.caa.co.uk.

Spamfield 2015 by Trevor Morgan

I had registered to attend Spamfield as

soon as the event was confirmed, having

supported the efforts of the organisers

whenever other commitments have

allowed. I have the proud boast that I flew

into the first ever Spamfield, way back

when, at Bembridge, in my trusty old

Thruster TST. Getting all the way to the

Isle of Wight by Thruster was quite an

achievement at that time, along with all

the extra kit secured wherever it could be

stowed. A fellow Thruster pilot showed me

where he stowed his air bed - on the wing

already inflated! What a brilliant idea. If he

had to ditch in the Solent at least he had

something more buoyant than himself to

rely on. However, when we arrived at

Bembridge he found that the devilish thing

had migrated to the wing tip, totally out of

reach (snigger). And so, back to this year.

I prepared my pack-up and trusty

Skyranger SX during the week leading to

the trip, collected lots of fuel and made

sure I had enough on board for the round

trip. I prefer to fly down to Sandown on the

Friday evening, when the wind has calmed

down and conditions are conducive to

gentlemanly aviating. The weather was not

great but do-able, so I took off from Chase

around tea time. Waypoints came roughly

where they should and soon I had the
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sceptred Isle in sight. The weather had

improved sufficiently for me to divert to

the Needles for a bit of sight-seeing and

track along the east coast. With Sandown

in sight I made a contact call and was

cleared for an overhead join onto runway

23. On landing I was directed to a parking

slot by a very capable ground handling

team (as always at Sandown) and relieved

of 15 quid by a very nice man called John,

who I presumed was the dosh collector (or

a very enterprising  rip off artist!).

Anyway, I got a very attractive yellow tie

wrap for my 15 quid which I secured to the

aircraft (to avoid paying twice).

After erecting my tent and securing the

aircraft - always a good idea prior to the

rain starting I have found - and despite my

meticulous equipment lists and planning,

I found I had failed to pack anything

vaguely warm or rainproof! Never mind

sez I, it is June after all. I wandered down

to the marquee area for food and strong

drink.

Following a near miss with a lady sitting at

a table in the doorway to the marquee, a

delightful young lady at the bar

recommended a local ale, which I was

unfamiliar with and which she claimed had

got her totally blasted a few months

earlier at her 15th birthday bash, yes you

read that correctly, her 15th! Anyway, not

one to condemn I took my pint of rocket

fuel off to find some food.

There was the usual burger van selling,

well, burgers I suppose, however I don’t

follow the craze for so called ‘fast food’

(preferring safer pursuits like flying and

scorpion breeding) so I decided to explore

further. I spied a large tent with a servery

at the end emitting steam and rather a

nice aroma, so I homed in immediately.

Having grabbed a paper plate and wooden

cutlery (well it’s all from sustainable

sources innit) I found that I needed a

ticket which could be purchased from the

anonymous lady located at the table to the

entrance of the beer tent (the one I nearly

fell over). Oh well, I retraced my steps and

not only purchased an evening meal

ticket but also one for a full English

breakfast the next morning.

Having returned to the feeding tent I

again presented my paper plate and

re-equipped myself with wooden

cutlery. The food was of some far

eastern variety, not particularly hot

despite the clouds of steam issuing from

the under food heating system, or

maybe due to the ambient temperature

doing impressions of October. Anyway I

spied ‘John the dosh collector’ eating at

a table and he very kindly allowed me

to join him. Turns out he was a fellow

Microlighter from Thorny Island and had

volunteered his weekend to help out. It

was around now that my wooden fork

broke - just thought I’d mention it. You

see, this is the kind of people we have

in our organisation, friendly, helpful and

great company over a warm vaguely far

eastern tasting meal. On the subject of

food/Isle of Wight, I have never known

a place to consistently provide such

forgettable food and so here I was again

un disappointed.

After the food I wandered back into the

beer tent but as the previous pint of Old

Nadger or whatever it was called and

the vaguely eastern meal were

conspiring to do evil things with my

digestive system during the night, I

decided on a nice pint of Cider (or at

least that’s what I had expected) a far

cry from the flat, syrupy apple smelling

concoction I was about to drink.
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Having found a table as far away from the

decidedly cold gale blowing through the

Marquee door, I detected an ethnic sort of

music coming from the unlit end of the

marquee. Not my sort of thing but

pleasant all the same (and better than

stony silence – but only just). Unable to

control my shivering any longer I decided

to get off to the sack. That was me in

Hawaiian garb and as cold as a polar bears

arse, staggering along the flight line

around 10pm for anyone out there that

noticed me, which I don’t think anyone

did. Safely tucked up inside two sleeping

bags (yes I’ve done this before) and with

my body temperature reaching 0 degrees

C but going in the right direction, I

eventually dropped off into a fitful

slumber, only to be woken up again and

again (despite my earplugs) by

inconsiderate gits having loud

conversations about nothing in particular,

passing my tent.

The following morning arrived as did a

steady drizzle. There can be nothing more

cruel than having to get out of two

perfectly toasty sleeping bags, throw on

cold damp clothes and sprint 50 yards to

the nearest mobile unisex facilities.

Suitably relieved and with the

inconsiderate gits having loud and

pointless conversations again, I decided to

warm the cockles through with a Full

English! Hurrah. Imagine my

disappointment when I got to the feeding

tent to find a long queue for breakfast, the

origin being the nice young man behind

the servery insisting on taking each

customer’s (paper) plate and loading

one of every item (or as requested) one

at a time. This of course meant that the

queue was out the door and the food

was lukewarm by the time it reached a

table. Well, it’s better than someone

helping themselves to an extra sausage

I suppose!  Three minutes into

breakfast my knife snapped in two. Still

feeling unloved and unwarm I decided

enough was enough and a departure to

sunnier and more comfortable climes

(like home) was in order. Some brave

chaps and chapesses of the Round

Britain Rally variety had already taken

off and I heard that one had phoned

back to say the weather up toward

Bristol was a definite improvement.

That was it, sorry Spamfield but up with

this I can no longer put. It was a low

flight back to Chase and no, the weather

had not improved up around Bristol.

Apart from one near thing with what

looked like a single seat helicopter

throwing itself around the skies

somewhere near Frome I got back

safely. Would I do it all again, yeah

probably, see you all there next year.

P.S. Don’t forget your fleeces and

waterproof clothing.

Fly-in Reports

12th August - Long Marston - Hosted

by Brian (Bumble) Finch. Not yet

available.


